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We know what consumers love about shopping local: exceptional 

customer service, a feeling of connection to the community, a 

convenient location, and the opportunity to support a more 

sustainable approach to consumerism. 



So in order to break down the barriers that still prevent some 

shoppers from choosing local, merchants must 

. By leveraging digital tools to build an up-to-date 

online inventory, a functional curbside pickup and delivery system, 

and a point-of-sale system that enables all of these things, retailers 

can not only match big name brands, but compete.



Even though the past year was complicated and stressful,  

the next year holds a brand new optimism, especially for  

retail businesses. 2021 presents an opportunity for retailers to 

accelerate their businesses even further into the future with  

the right tools and information at their disposal — and stay  

ahead of the curve long-term. 



 


ramp up their 

online offerings

The retail renaissance


26%
of consumers say that curbside 

pickup will increase their interest 
in shopping local



The future of retail is already here.


That’s why it’s more important than ever 

to understand where retail is headed next.




Since the onset of the pandemic last year, local retailers 

faced some of their biggest challenges yet. Whether they 

rushed to get their brick-and-mortar business online for the 

first time, experimented with new digital marketing channels, 

or offered brand new shopping options like local pickup, 

virtual appointments, and contactless payment, it’s been a 

whirlwind of constant change. And layered on top of local retail 

restrictions is increased demand for large online marketplaces 

that are fast and convenient, but take business away from local 

shops like theirs.



But through challenge and change, many business owners 

unlocked new opportunities to reach more customers and 

strengthen relationships within their local communities. Now, 

there’s even more change on the horizon as retail businesses 

recover from one of the most challenging years ever and go 

head first into the coming retail boom.



In this report, we’ll take a look at how real Kansas City retailers 

are approaching this new sense of retail optimism that’s 

emerging across the United States and how they’re thinking 

about the future of the industry.

Local lockdowns and retail restrictions pushed Kansas City 

business owners to adapt quickly and try things they hadn’t 

considered implementing for years to come. From embracing 

ecommerce for the first time to offering local pickup and 

delivery options, retailers acted fast to future-proof their 

businesses and continue reaching their local customers.  

And it worked. Shopify data shows that from May to August 

2020, online shoppers in North America spent 23% more  

when choosing .



Now, a retail renaissance is happening as we head into this 

new (vaccinated) world. Just as the industry came to terms with 

a brand new way of operating across online and in-store, there’s 

even more opportunity on the horizon as in-person shopping 

ramps up. Retailers need to figure out which consumer 

behaviors were unique to the COVID-19 pandemic, and which 

will continue to be a necessity for retail businesses from now 

and into the future.



Across the United States, we can see that … 

local pickup and delivery

If the past year fast-forwarded 
the retail industry by decades, 
what does that mean for 2021? 



Level One Game Shop’s Davison shared the following 
on the newfound need for online inventory:





I believe the biggest change for us as a store with a physical retail location will be 

theacceleration of people's willingness and comfort with a shop-and-order-online, 

pick-up in-store experience. Having an accurate inventory that people can shop online 

and order to pick-up for their safety and convenience is something that people have 

appreciated, and I think that will continue to be true going forward.”






Convenience 

Connection 
Personalization



The superpowers of local selling:



I hope the new world of retail post-pandemic treasures and celebrates 
creativity, small shops, local restaurants, and mom-and-pop stores. I 
think those unique, small spots that feel so familiar and warm are 
what make cities like Kansas City so special.”

Opening an online business has become incredibly simple, which is great, 
but that means more competition as well, and so I believe that retail will 
become more about the connections built with the shopper. Expanding 
the ability to build those bonds in meaningful, new, and interesting ways 
will be important to the shopping experience for the future.”

Emily  Reinhardt

The Object Enthusiast

Level One Game Shop hosts one of the largest game 

selections and nightly events in the City Market of Kansas 

City for roleplaying, board games, and card games.


Retail businesses in Kansas City are no stranger to the 

challenges the past year has brought on. But they’re also 

looking to the future with a refreshed sense of optimism.

The new world of retail in 
with Level One Game Shop



Kansas City 

Learn more about Shopify POS

Attract, convert, and retain shoppers 
near and far, by unifying your bricks 
and clicks with Shopify POS.

Will these measures stick around post-pandemic?   

Well, 26% of consumers say that curbside pickup will increase  

their interest in shopping local, so we may be seeing local retailers 

using curbside pickup and delivery options well into the foreseeable 

future, among other new measures introduced this year.  

Meanwhile, locally here in Kansas City, business owners are 

focusing on adaptability.



“As a retail business, the past year has been driven by 

adapting quickly to changes,” said Shawn Davison, owner of 

. “Once the shut-down was announced 

we took our entire event area and changed it all into a 

dedicated shipping area so that we could get games to 

people that were no longer able to shop in-person.”



Almost half of the business owners we spoke to have 

introduced a curbside pickup or delivery program. And over 

half of Midwest retailers agree that having an up-to-date 

website with product information and being able to locate 

their store through an online search is very important.



Almost a quarter of the retailers we spoke to agreed that one 

of the greatest barriers to customers shopping in-store is not 

knowing if a product will be available when they get there.





Level One Game Shop

The pandemic also gave business owners a much-needed pause to reevaluate business practices.



Emily Reinhardt, who owns the ceramics studio , explains, “I’m used to just pushing through personal turmoil  

but the act of slowing down and stopping what I was doing allowed me time to adjust in a healthy way. It wasn't easy for me to do that, 

but I know it's helped me cope with the stress of owning a business during a pandemic.”



Even as things move forward, retail business owners will still need to double down on the strategies that worked—and the options that 

shoppers are looking for. Matters of convenience like curbside pickup and local delivery are likely to continue to be relevant in the near 

future, and the retailers that invest in them will be well-prepared for the next phase of retail.



But retailers especially stand to benefit most from ecommerce and digital marketing, ensuring they can reach their customers wherever 

they’re shopping and go beyond the street-level foot traffic they rely on.



“We still have not reopened our in-person events, but instead, we’re hosting online tournaments,” said Davison.



A return to in-store shopping mixed with a fresh, digital approach will now be critical tools for thriving in local retail—allowing retailers 

to face off against industry giants and win out by combining their local knowledge and the power of community with a modern 

ecommerce strategy.

The Object Enthusiast

Consumers have always enjoyed the conveniences offered by big-name brands: easy online shopping, an active digital presence,  

and handy delivery options. Now that smaller, local on authenticity and quality, and boost business in the long run.


This report includes insights collected from April 7th to April 

11th, 2021 using a survey of 933 independent retailers in the 

United States, 140 independent retailers in the Midwest, and 

1,981 American consumers, commissioned by Shopify.

Methodology

Customer service

Convenience

Lower prices

33%
of consumers, price  

was cited as the most 
important factor when 

choosing between a local 
or major marketplace

We surveyed almost 2,000 American shoppers and found that:



When consumers were asked about what their favourite  

stores do best, the most beloved retailers outshone the 

competition due to these three important factors: 






For many local retailers, competing with big box stores and 

large online marketplaces presents another tough challenge.



With massive resources and global scale, these giants cast 

long shadows over main streets and corner shops in every city, 

threatening local culture. They’re able to capture your customer 

share based on price and speed - and in some cases, even  

 your products.



With many local businesses in Kansas City hand-making their 

products, carefully curating their collections, and spending time 

connecting with local shoppers in a meaningful way, it can be 

frustrating to lose business to these large online marketplaces. 



However, the scale of these giants also reveal some of their 

greatest weaknesses. And within these weaknesses are new 

opportunities that local retailers can seize to stay competitive, 

regardless of their size.



poorly replicate

No matter what strategies have been put in place, one thing is certain: local retailers know their products and customers better than 

anyone else. It’s a superpower that will help them win against big-name competitors, and experimenting with new tactics across 

online and in-store will help merchants see what works and what doesn’t.

That said, one of the greatest barriers for customers to shop 

locally is , and 38% of consumers said not 

knowing if a product will be in stock when they get there is the 

#1 turn-off to shopping local. 



Other barriers include finding parking, not wanting to leave 

the house to make a purchase, and having to wait in line to 

make a payment. 



By improving their online presence, offering easy curbside 

pickup and delivery options, and making payments easier than 

ever, mom-and-pop shops can compete with the big names 

and even win.



In fact, local retail stores in Kansas City have a clear gameplan 

to win in the long run: By investing in their communities, 

building lasting relationships with their customers, and using 

the physical proximity of their stores as one of their most 

powerful selling advantages.



Says Reinhardt, “Supporting artists, and small, local businesses 

has always been a high priority for some people, but the push 

to support the shop down the street or your favorite artists 

during the pandemic was truly noticed. I understood how other 

businesses felt when they worried if they'd make it or not, and 

my customers and loyal supporters made sure I was feeling the 

love as they continued to support me and my business.”



Afterall, small business owners know their local community 

of customers better than any online marketplace. So when it 

comes to attracting, capturing, and converting local shoppers, 

both online and in-store, there’s a handful of strategies that 

local retailers will continue to use and explore.



The majority of the retailers we asked agree that local 

businesses do a better job of providing a more sustainable 

option and ensuring customers’ money stays within the 

community. Most Midwest retailers also agree that they offer a 

better customer experience than those big online marketplaces.



“What makes my ceramic pieces more special than something 

you would find on a marketplace like Amazon, is that it was 

made by an artist with her two hands, in her studio, in a slow 

way that respects the process,” says Reinhardt.



online inventory

44%

37%

1/3

of the American businesses we surveyed 

launched local delivery programs

implemented curbside pickup  

to encourage in-store sales

of businesses launched a new loyalty program  

or tried a newpromotional campaign

The other challenge has been adapting to changes in product availability. Due to 

issues with manufacturing and shipping, keeping a super clean inventory count and 

staying on top of shipping and local pickup orders became incredibly important to 

prevent oversells or other issues that would affect our customers.”






Shawn  Dav ison


Level One Game Shop

Shawn  Dav ison


Level One Game Shop

Shawn  Dav ison


Level One Game Shop
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